
ENERGY

The watch’s ultra-thin, self-winding 
Zenith Elite movement beats at a 
frequency of 28,800 bph and offers 
50-hour power reserve yet is less 
than 4 mm thick.

SHAPE

The basic geometry of the new  
collection is a circular dial opening 

inside a cushion-shaped case.  
Clusters of graduated brilliant-cut  
VVS diamonds set at each corner  

lend a touch of poetry. 

LUXEFINDER

LADIES
FIRST

Placing its technological expertise in 
the service of beauty, Zenith premieres 
the new Star Collection, including the 
37-mm Star Moonphase watch in 
stainless steel. $9,000, 866.675.2079, 
zenith-watches.com
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COLOR

Hours, minutes, small 
seconds and moon phase 
appear on the silver-toned 
dial. The blue Roman 
numerals match the deep 
blue shade of the sapphire 
cabochon set on the crown.
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NAVIGATION

An advanced navigation and guid-
ance system includes four cameras 
(one of these with night vision 
capability), weather stations, radar, 
satellite compass and a suite of 
communications equipment.

PERFORMANCE
 

The 63-foot yacht combines 
enviable comfort with peer-

less performance. The 
solid mahogany hull and 

Rolls Royce water jets 
combine to deliver a 

stealthily smooth ride, 
even at speeds up to 

40 knots.

Yachts by Art of Kinetic embody the maker’s quest for the perfect balance between 
art and performance. The head-turning Hedonist hard top model is no exception. 
Price upon request, artofkinetic.com

CRUISE
PLEASURE
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COVERT

Sometimes discretion is the ultimate 
weapon. A black case, gray dial and matte 

finishes combine to produce the watch’s 
low-contrast color scheme, which makes it 

the ideal camouflage watch. 

COATED

The steel case is coated with a PVD finish 
and has an anti-reflective sapphire crystal. 
The watch is water resistant to 100 meters. 
Its gray rubber strap is interchangeable 
with a black fabric strap.

Continuing Bell & Ross’ heritage of designing instrument-
inspired professional aviation watches, the BR 03-94 
Commando is a smaller and stealthier 42-mm version of the 
original 46-mm BR 01. $5,950, 888.307.7887, bellross.com

MILITARY
COUP
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